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Core-shell vs multi-shell formation in nanoalloy evolu-
tion from disordered configurations

Diana Nellia and Riccardo Ferrandob

The evolution towards equilibrium of AuCo, AgNi and AgCu nanoparticles is studied by molecular
dynamics simulations. Nanoparticle sizes of about 2.5 nm are considered, in the temperature
range from 300 to 700 K. The simulations reveal complex equilibration pathways, in which geo-
metric structure and chemical ordering change with time. These nanoparticles present the same
type of strong tendency to phase separation and to surface segregation of either Au or Ag, which
lead to the same type of core@shell equilibrium structures. In spite of these similarities, the equi-
libration pathways of these nanoparticles from chemically disordered configurations present both
quantitative and qualitative differences. Quantitative differences are found in the equilibration time
scale, which is much longer in AgCu than in AgNi and AuCo. Qualitative differences are found
in the presence or absence of geometric structure transformations, and in the formation of dif-
ferent types of three-shell metastable chemical ordering during evolution. It is also shown that
surface segregation depends on the geometric structure, being faster in icosahedra than in fcc
nanoparticles.

1 Introduction

Understanding and controlling metastability in nanoscale systems
is crucial in the development of technological applications of
such materials. In fact, nanoparticles are very often produced
in strongly out-of-equilibrium conditions1–6. This leads to the
production of kinetically trapped metastable structures as a final
result of the growth process. Several types of kinetically trapped
structures have been experimentally obtained, both for elemen-
tal nanoparticles (such as Ag and Au icosahedra and decahedra,
and Fe nanocubes7–13) and for several types of binary metal-
lic nanoparticles (also known as nanoalloys)14–19. Metastable
structures are however expected to evolve towards equilibrium,
and their properties may thus change accordingly. Therefore,
determining the evolution of nanoparticle metastable configu-
rations with time is of great practical importance. In spite of
that, there are quite few experimental studies20,21 of this prob-
lem. On the theory/simulation side, this problem has been
tackled by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of rigid-lattice mod-
els22 and by Molecular-Dynamics (MD) simulations23. In these
studies, only the AgCu system was considered. MC simulations
studied the complete evolution of a cuboctahedral shape from
an initial chemically disordered configuration to the equilibrium
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core@shell Cu@Ag chemical ordering. MD simulations were run
on the scale of a few ten ns, which are often not sufficient to
reveal the key transformation pathways, as we will see in the fol-
lowing.

In this article, we simulate the evolution of three systems,
AuCo, AgNi, and AgCu nanoalloys, from the same type of
metastable chemically disordered initial configurations, with the
aim of comparing their evolution pathways towards equilibrium.
In our study, we use MD simulations. MD is a technique which
overcomes the intrinsic limitations of rigid-lattice models. These
limitations are especially important in systems with such a large
lattice mismatch. MD simulations present also the advantage of
producing fully physical trajectories, instead of the somewhat ar-
tificial dynamics of Monte Carlo schemes. Moreover, our simula-
tions extend to much longer time scales than those investigated
by MD in the literature, since most simulations in our work are of
10s. Our results show that this time scale is sufficient for produc-
ing significant structural changes at room temperature, and for
completing the evolution towards equilibrium at higher tempera-
tures.

AuCo, AgNi, and AgCu nanoalloys are the subject of intense re-
search activity for applications in catalysis, soldering, plasmonics
and nanomedicine (see for example24–29). The AuCo, AgNi, and
AgCu systems share a few common features. They present very
weak bulk miscibility30–32, and lattice mismatch above 10%, with
the element of larger atomic size (either Au or Ag) also presenting
lower surface energy. These features are driving forces towards
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phase separation in nanoparticles, leading to Au and Ag sur-
face segregation and finally to the formation of Co@Au17,33–39,
Ni@Ag40–46, and Cu@Ag22,38,41,42,44,46–58 structures at equilib-
rium, if the composition is sufficiently rich in the shell element
to fully cover the core. Other types of structures, such as struc-
tures with intermixed chemical ordering, with inverted core-shell
or multishell arrangement, have however been observed in ex-
periments14,17,59–61. These structures are likely to be out of
equilibrium (unless some contaminant, such as oxygen, stabilizes
them), and indeed Au@Co and intermixed AuCo structures have
been explicitly shown to be metastable upon experimental an-
nealing14,17.

We consider nanoparticles of diameters between 2.5 and 3nm,
a size range which is investigated in several experiments. The
initial configurations of the MD simulations will be of truncated
octahedral (TO) shape for AuCo, AgNi and AgCu, and also of
icosahedral (Ih) shape for AgCu. In all cases we choose a 50%-
50% composition. At this composition, the element with lower
surface energy is sufficiently abundant to complete a monolayer-
thick shell (an atomic skin46), but not a two-layer shell. This
kind of extremely thin shell has been demonstrated to possess
remarkable catalytic properties62. The initial chemical ordering
is chosen to be a randomly intermixed configuration, which is
metastable for these systems. We will show that, in spite of the
similarities between these systems, their approach to equilibrium
follows quite different pathways. Moreover, for AgCu, we will
show that nanoparticles with different geometric shape evolve in
a different way from a random chemical ordering.

2 Model and Methods

The atomistic potential has the form proposed by Gupta63 and
by Rosato et al.64. This force field can be derived in the frame-
work of the second moment approximation to the tight-binding
model65. In this model, the potential energy E of a system is the
sum of single-atom contributions E j. Each contribution contains
a bonding (Eb

j ) and a repulsive part (Er
j):

E = ∑
j
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ri j is the distance between atoms i and j. s (w) refers to the
chemical species of the atom i ( j). If s = w, r0
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The empirical parameters p, q, A, ξ can be fitted to the bulk
properties of transition metals and alloys66. In our calculations,
the parameters for AgCu and AgNi are taken from Refs.41,50,
whereas those for AuCo are taken from Refs.37,67,68. Cutoff dis-
tances on the interactions are imposed as follows. The exponen-
tials in Eqs. (2-3) are replaced by fifth-order polynomials, of the
form a3(r− rc2)

3 + a4(r− rc2)
4 + a5(r− rc2)

5, between distances
rc1 and rc2, with a3,a4,a5 fitted in each case to obtain a func-
tion which is always continuous, with first and second deriva-
tive for all distances, and goes to zero at rc2. This model has
been favourably tested against DFT calculations for all systems
considered here39,42,44,46,69, and its predictions about nanoal-
loy structures have been confirmed by several experimental re-
sults17,35,36,48,49.

In the MD simulations, the equation of motion are solved by
the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 5s. For each
temperature, we run at least two long simulations of 5-10s each,
depending on temperature. Further 10 short simulations are then
made to analyze the first part of the cluster transformation and
its characteristic times.

Global optimization searches are made by the Basin Hopping
(BH) algorithm70. We perform searches starting from randomly
chosen initial configurations, and from configurations taken from
the MD simulations or constructed by a system comparison strat-
egy71. In all these searches we used both shape-changing and
exchange moves72,73, the later for an efficient optimization of
chemical ordering. In each case, we performed at least five runs
of 106 BH steps each.

3 Results
The initial configurations of our MD simulations are the TO of 586
atoms and, for AgCu, also the Ih of 561 atoms. In all cases we con-
sidered a 50%-50% composition with random chemical ordering.
As we will clearly show in the following, structure with random
chemical ordering are very far from the typical equilibrium con-
figurations, for all temperatures that we consider in this work.
A better reference for the equilibrium configurations, especially
for low temperatures, is given by the lowest energy structures
as found by our global optimization searches. These are always
phase separated, of the core@shell type, with cores of Co, Ni or
Cu and shells of Ag or Au, as shown in Fig. 1.

For Au293Co293, Ag293Ni293 and Ag293Cu293 the lowest-energy
structures are always of fcc type, with off-center cores which are
fully covered by a thin shell of either Au or Ag. This shell is
mostly an atomic skin and it can be thicker on one side of the
nanoparticle (quasi-Janus structures38,54). These structures are
in close energetic competition with icosahedral structures (also
shown in Fig. 1) presenting either chiral shells (for AuCo and
AgNi) or anti-Mackay shells (for AgCu)42.

For Ag280Cu281, fcc and icosahedral structures are again in close
competition, but in this case the icosahedron with chiral shell is
slightly lower in energy.

We note that, since fcc and icosahedral motifs are quite close
in energy, it is possible that, at high temperatures, entropic effect
reverse the stability order74.

The surface of all lowest-energy structures is dominated by
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(111) facets, which are often strained. In the icosahedra, the sur-
face is completely made of strained (111) facets. In fcc clusters,
also (100) facets are present, but they are very small compared
to (111) facets.

The evolution of the structures from their initial configuration
is described by monitoring the number of heterogeneous nearest-
neighbour bonds, the compositions of surface and subsurface lay-
ers and of the interior region and, since we are considering sys-
tems with tendency to phase separation, the connectivity of the
aggregates of Au and Ag (the meaning of connectivity will be ex-
plained in the following). We have verified that a simple cutoff on
the number of nearest neighbours is not sufficient to identify sur-
face atoms in nanoparticles with disordered surface. Therefore,
in order to identify surface atoms, we proceed as follows. If an
atom has more than 13 nearest neighbours, it is considered not
belonging to the surface layer. Otherwise, the segment joining
the atom with the center of the cluster is drawn, and an outward
cone of properly chosen amplitude and with axis along that seg-
ment is drawn. If no neighbours fall within the cone, the atom is
considered as a surface atom. Subsurface atoms are those on the
surface of the structure obtained by removing the original surface
layer, while the atoms which are neither on the surface nor on the
subsurface are defined as interior ones.

3.1 AuCo

For AuCo, we consider temperatures of 300, 400, 500 and 600K.
For T = 400 and 500K we run five simulations with a duration
of 10s each, whereas for T = 300K, one of the simulations was
prolonged to 20s, but without significant further transformations.
At 600K the evolution is faster so that we run five simulations of
5s each.

For what concerns the geometric structure of the nanoparti-
cles, even though the initial configuration is truncated octahe-
dral, the final configurations are always of the icosahedral family
for T = 300,400 and 500K. At 600K, three simulations ended
with icosahedral structure, one simulation with decahedral struc-
ture and one simulation with truncated octahedral structure. In
all simulations the initial configuration transforms very quickly
(less than 10s) into a structurally disordered liquidlike configura-
tion. The occurrence of the liquidlike configuration is associated
to a strong increase of the 555 common-neighbour analysis sig-
nature75, which indicates the formation of local fivefold symme-
tries. The liquidlike configuration then reorganizes into a defec-
tive icosahedral cluster. These icosahedral clusters achieve a well-
organized surface at all temperatures, but their interior remains
quite structurally distorted at 300 and 400K. These structural fea-
tures are closely related to the evolution of chemical ordering.
Specifically, the distortion in the inner part is due to the presence
of Au atoms still in the cluster central region. We note that even
though the initial structures and the lowest-energy structures are
fcc, the evolution is almost always towards a different structural
motif. This is due to the formation of several regions of local five-
fold symmetry in the disordered structures. These regions tend
naturally to evolve to full fivefold symmetry axes.

On our time scale, the complete evolution to the equilibrium

chemical ordering, i.e. to Co@Au core-shell configurations, is
achieved only at 600K. For lower temperatures, the structure
evolves rather quickly to a metastable three-shell configurations
of the Au@Co@Au type, but then it remains trapped there. In
Au@Co@Au structures, the central part of the nanoparticle is en-
riched in Au. The intermediate part, comprising also the subsur-
face layer, is mostly Co. This is covered by the Au-skin.

Now we qualitatively describe the simulations at the tempera-
ture of 600K, where we can follow the complete transformation
pathway leading to the equilibration of chemical ordering. This
takes place through a series of steps, as shown in Fig. 2. First of
all, an almost complete Au-skin is formed, together with a subsur-
face enrichment in Co. This process is quite fast at 600K, taking
place through the transformation of the cluster into a metastable
liquidlike structure, on a scale of less than 1s (see Fig. 2(b), top
row). In the inner part of the cluster, Au atoms form a ramified
aggregate which is still connected to the Au-skin usually through
several branches (Fig. 2(b), bottom row). During this process the
Au-skin becomes gradually better ordered, with well-developed
facets, as can be seen by comparing the cluster surfaces of Figs.
2(b) and 2(c). A second stage follows on a slower time scale, of
about ten s. In this second stage, the inner ramified gold aggre-
gate tends to become more compact. The connecting branches
are gradually eliminated (see Fig. 2(c), in which a single branch
is left), together with the migration of some Au atoms towards
the cluster surface. At the end of the second stage, the connect-
ing branches have disappeared (even though a single branch may
occasionally reform) and a true Au@Co@Au three-shell structure
is formed, with well separated Au-skin and Au-core, and a Co
intermediate shell. In the final third stage, the Au atoms in the
core migrate towards the surface to reach the Co@Au equilibrium
chemical ordering. This is a slower process, which is however
completed well before the 5s of our simulations in four cases over
five. The only exception is the simulation in which the geometric
structure is fcc, which is still of Au@Co@Au chemical ordering
after 5s. This may indicate a slower evolution of chemical order-
ing in fcc structures compared to icosahedra, a point which will
be examined in more details for AgCu nanoalloys.

At lower temperatures, the first stage is always completed well
before 10s. Depending on the temperature, the simulations end
either with configurations corresponding to the incomplete sec-
ond stage (for T = 300 and 400K) or to the incomplete third stage
(T = 500K).

Let us analyze the first stage of the evolution quantitatively. In
Fig. 3 we report the behaviour of the composition of the surface
layer, of the subsurface layer and of the inner part of the cluster
for typical simulations at the highest and the lowest temperatures,
T = 600K and 300K respectively. In both cases, inner Au atoms
migrate fast to the surface layer and surface Co atoms incorporate
in the subsurface layer, so that the composition of these layers
becomes strongly Au-rich and Co-rich. At 600K, the surface layer
becomes 100% Au within 500s in all five simulations we made.
On the other hand, at 300K, reaching 90% of Au at the surface
took times between 100 and 600s in our simulations. Typical time
scales for reaching a threshold of 90% at 400 and 500K were 10-
20s and 1-2s, respectively.
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Fig. 1 Low-energy structures. For each composition we show both the lowest energy structure (which is fcc for Au293Co293, Ag293Ni293

and Ag293Cu293, and icosahedral for Ag280Cu281) and the best structure of the competing motif (which is icosahedral for Au293Co293,
Ag293Ni293 and Ag293Cu293 and fcc for Ag280Cu281). In all cases, both nanoparticle surface view and nanoparticle cross-section are
shown. Ag, Au, Co, Ni and Cu atoms are coloured in grey, yellow, red, green and orange, respectively. ∆E is the energy difference (in
eV) between the global minimum and the best isomer of the competing motif.

Fig. 2 Equilibration stages of chemical ordering in a typical simulation of AuCo at T = 600 K. For each configuration, the image in the
top row shows the cluster surface and the image in the bottom row shows a cross-section. (a) Starting configuration; images taken
after (b) 0.7s, (c) 1.7s, (d) 15s and (e) 4s. Au and Co atoms are in yellow and red, respectively.

The simulations show also that the rearrangement process is
not limited to the two external layers, as can be seen by analyzing
the evolution of the composition of the inner part. At all temper-
atures, there is an initial drop of the Au content of the inner part.
The time scale of this drop is the same as the time scale of the
changes in composition of the surface and subsurface layers. This
coincidence indicates that the Au atoms are simultaneously mi-
grating towards the surface layer from both the subsurface layer
and the inner part of the cluster.

The subsequent evolution of the inner composition depends on
temperature. At 300 and 400K, the drop is followed by a plateau
in which the composition of the inner part keeps constant. At 500
and 600K, the plateau is absent and the drop of the Au content
continues.

The evolution of the inner part of the cluster is analyzed by
monitoring the connectivity of the Au part, i.e. by determining

whether Au atoms form a single connected aggregate comprising
both the inner part and the Au-skin or not. Two Au atoms are
considered as being connected if they are nearest neighbours, i.e.
if their distance does not exceed the nearest-neighbour distance in
bulk Au multiplied by 1.15, which is 3.31. Two Au atoms belong to
the same aggregate if they can be connected by a chain of nearest-
neighbour Au-Au bonds. When a single aggregate is present, and
Au atoms are present in the central part of the cluster, we count
how many branches connect these inner atoms with the Au skin.
In the perfect Au@Co@Au arrangement, there are no connecting
branches so that we have two Au aggregates well separated by an
intermediate Co shell.

In Fig. 4 we report results from two simulations at T = 600K,
showing the evolution of the number Au atoms in the inner part of
the cluster and of the number Au aggregates. The first simulation
(Fig. 4(a)) is representative of the four simulations in which an
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Fig. 3 Evolution of surface, subsurface and inner compositions
of an AuCo nanoparticle in the first part of a simulation a) at T =

600K and b) at T = 300K. Surface composition scale is on the
left of the panels, while subsurface and inner composition scale
is on the right of the panels.

icosahedral geometry was formed. The second (Fig. 4(b)) is the
simulation ending with an fcc structure. In both cases, the per-
fect Au@Co@Au is formed for some time. In Fig. 4 the perfect
Au@Co@Au corresponds to the times in which two Au aggre-
gates are counted, whereas a single Au aggregate indicates the
presence of at least a connecting branch between the Au inner
atoms and the Au shell. In simulation (a), the structure fluctu-
ates for some time between the perfect Au@Co@Au arrangement
and configurations in which a single connecting branch is present.
The presence of a connecting branch is associated with the migra-
tion of some Au atoms towards the cluster surface, indicated by
a drop in the number of internal Au atoms in the figure. This
leads to the equilibrium Co@Au arrangement on a time scale of
0.1s. In simulation (b), the formation of connecting branches is
not associated to a significant migration of Au atoms towards the
outer shell. For this reason the simulation terminates with the
perfect Au@Co@Au chemical ordering. This may indicate that
Au atoms migrate more easily to the surface in icosahedral than
in fcc nanoparticles.

At T = 500K, connecting branches are gradually eliminated,
at a slower rate than at 600K. Once the perfect Au@Co@Au ar-
rangement is reached, a single branch may reform but no evolu-
tion to the Co@Au equilibrium chemical ordering is accomplished
on the 10s time scale of the simulation. For T = 400 and 300K the
evolution is even slower.

Fig. 4 Evolution of the number of Au atoms in the internal part
of the cluster and of the number of Au aggregates in two simu-
lations at T = 600K. In both panels, the very initial stage of the
simulation, in which the number of internal Au atoms drops from
∼ 70 to ∼ 25, is not shown. (a) In this simulation, the geometric
structure quickly transforms to an icosahedron and the equilib-
rium Co@Au chemical ordering is reached on a short time scale
(∼ 100s). (b) In this simulation, the truncated-octahedral geo-
metric structure is always preserved, and the chemical ordering
is still Au@Co@Au after 5s.

Table 1 Summary of the results for the evolution of chemical or-
dering in AuCo nanoparticles. For each temperature, 5 simula-
tions were made. n2s is the number of simulations in which the
equilibrium Co@Au chemical ordering was reached; n3s is the
number of simulations in which the average Au@Co@Au chem-
ical ordering was reached; np

3s is the number of simulations in
which the perfect Au@Co@Au chemical ordering, without con-
necting branches, was reached at least for some time. nbr is the
average number of connecting branches present in the last s of
the simulations. For T = 300, 400 and 500K, nbr is calculated
by averaging over all five simulations, since none of them com-
pleted the transformation to the Co@Au chemical ordering. For
T = 600K, nbr is calculated using the only simulation which did
not complete the transition to Co@Au.

T (K) n2s n3s np
3s nbr

600 4 5 5 0
500 0 5 4 0.6
400 0 5 1 1.6
300 0 5 0 5
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Fig. 5 Equilibration stages of chemical ordering in a typical simulation of AgNi at T = 600 K. For each configuration, the image in the
top row shows the cluster surface and the image in the bottom row shows a cross-section. (a) Starting configuration; images taken
after (b) 0.3s, (c) 200s, (d) 3.5s and (e) 9s. Ag and Ni atoms are in grey and green, respectively.

The results concerning the evolution of chemical ordering are
summarized in Table 1. We remark the distinction between the
average and the perfect Au@Co@Au chemical ordering. In the av-
erage Au@Co@Au chemical ordering, the inner part is strongly
enriched in Au, the intermediate part is strongly enriched in
Co, and the surface contains essentially only Au, but connecting
branches are present. In the perfect Au@Co@Au chemical order-
ing, the central Au aggregate is fully separated from the surface
Au shell by a few layers of Co. As we will discuss in the following,
this distinction is crucial for discussing the different behaviour
of AgNi with respect to AuCo. In AuCo, perfect Au@Co@Au is
formed for some time in all simulations at T = 600K and in four
simulations over five at T = 500K. In Table 1 we report also nbr,
defined as the number of connecting branches averaged over time
in the last s of the simulations. nbr clearly decreases with tem-
perature, showing the increase in compactness of the Au inner
aggregate with T .

3.2 AgNi

Bulk AgNi presents several common features with AuCo, such as
tendency to phase separation, lattice mismatch and clear differ-
ence in cohesion between the species. These features are indeed
present to an even stronger degree than in AuCo. The miscibility
gap of AgNi is wide even in the liquid phase31. For AgNi, we con-
sidered first the temperatures T = 300, 400, 500, 600 and 700K,
running two simulations of 10s at each temperature.

The evolution during a simulation at T = 600K is shown in Fig.
5. In the first stage of the simulation, the behaviour resembles
strongly that of AuCo, with the transition to liquidlike structures,
a fast segregation of Ag to complete an Ag-skin, and the formation
of an average Ag@Ni@Ag three-shell arrangement. However, the
subsequent evolution shows important differences. At variance
with all simulations of AuCo at the same temperature, the per-
fect Ag@Ni@Ag chemical ordering is never obtained at any stage
of the simulation, because at least one thick connecting branch
is always present. Another difference is related to the final con-
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figuration, which is still somewhat incomplete, since it can still
be classified as average Ag@Ni@Ag, instead of the Ni@Ag core-
shell arrangement which would correspond to that of AuCo in the
same conditions, and to the optimal chemical ordering of AgNi as
reported in Fig. 1.

In order to check whether these differences were due to a sim-
ple shift of the characteristic onset temperature for the evolution
with respect to AuCo, we considered the simulations at 700K,
which however presented the same type of behaviour as those
at 600K, without any formation of the perfect Ag@Ni@Ag ar-
rangement. At 700K, the final structures were a little closer to
a Ni@Ag arrangement. Finally, we made also two shorter simu-
lations at 750K, which confirmed the same trend. In summary,
for AgNi, we do not find any evidence of the formation of the
perfect Ag@Ni@Ag three-shell chemical ordering, and a clearly
slower approach than in AuCo to the equilibrium core-shell ar-
rangement.

3.3 AgCu

Also for this system we considered an initial configuration of trun-
cated octahedral shape and randomly intermixed chemical order-
ing. We run four independent simulations at 300K and two sim-
ulations at 400, 500, 600, and 650K, all of 10s each. The results
collected at the different temperatures show that the evolution of
both geometric structure and chemical ordering in AgCu is much
slower than in AuCo and AgNi.

In Fig. 6 we report the data on the evolution of the composition
of the surface layer for representative simulations at the different
temperatures. At 300K, there is essentially no change in surface
composition in the whole duration of the simulation, so that the
surface layer stays essentially at 50% Ag – 50% Cu. This is quite
different from the cases of AuCo (see Fig. 3) and of AgNi, in
which the segregation to the surface layer leads to a composition
close to 90% Au or Ag on a time scale of less than 1s. In order to
achieve a comparable composition of the cluster surface, one has
to simulate at much higher temperatures, close to 600K. Some
migration of Ag to the surface is indeed already taking place at

Fig. 6 Evolution of the composition of the surface layer of AgCu
clusters started from truncated octahedral shapes and randomly
intermixed chemical ordering. Here, migration of Ag atoms to the
surface in much slower than that of Au in AuCo and of Ag in AgNi.

400 and 500K, but it is a phenomenon which involves only the
surface and subsurface layers (which becomes enriched in Cu),
without any substantial migration of Ag from deeper locations.
This is shown by the data reported in Fig. 7, in which the quantity
of Ag atoms in the inner part of the cluster show very no variation
at 400K (Fig. 7(a)), and a rather slow variation at 500 and 600K
(Fig. 7(b-c)).

In all these case, the geometric structure keeps a somewhat dis-
torted truncated octahedral shape, without any evidence of the
(temporary) formation of metastable liquidlike configurations,
which were instead observed in both AuCo and AgNi clusters.
For observing such liquidlike configurations, together with struc-
tural transformations to icosahedra, and with fast migration of Ag
atoms from the inner part of the cluster to the surface, one has to
increase the temperature to 650K (Fig. 7(d)).

The quite different behaviour of AgCu with respect to AuCo
and AgNi is evident by comparing the snapshots reported in Fig.
8 to those of Fig. 2 and Fig. 5, all taken from simulations at
the same temperature T = 600K. Besides the evolution of surface
composition, in Fig. 8 we can follow the formation of an average
three-shell chemical ordering, in which the Ag aggregate in the
inner part is much less compact than the corresponding aggre-
gates of Au and Ag in AuCo and AgNi. This is consistent with a
weaker tendency to phase separation in AgCu.

Since the slow evolution of AgCu clusters in the temperature
range 300-600K is associated to the absence of structural transfor-
mations to icosahedral shapes, it is interesting to check whether
icosahedral clusters would evolve their chemical ordering in a dif-
ferent way. To this end, we have run simulations starting from an
AgCu icosahedral cluster of almost the same size (561 atoms in-
stead of 586) with random chemical ordering. From this type of
initial configuration, we run two independent simulations of 10s
each at T = 300, 400 and 500K.

As shown in Fig. 9, the segregation of Ag atoms to the sur-
face layer is considerably faster in the icosahedron than in the fcc
cluster, but without any formation of liquidlike configurations like
those found for AuCo and AgNi. Therefore the type of evolution
is qualitatively the same for AgCu icosahedra and fcc clusters (be-
low 650K). Let us compare the evolution of surface composition
in these two clusters at T = 300K. After 10s, the composition of
the surface layer in the fcc cluster is still 50% Ag exactly as at
the beginning of the simulation. On the contrary, for the icosa-
hedral cluster, surface composition grows quickly to about 60%
and continues growing surpassing 65% Ag towards the end of the
simulation. The faster evolution in the icosahedron is confirmed
at higher temperatures, with final surface compositions of 80%
and 95% Ag at 400 and 500K, respectively, to be compared to
65% and 80% Ag in the fcc cluster. Another difference between
the evolution of the icosahedron and that of the fcc cluster is that
in the icosahedron inner Ag atoms are more involved in the mi-
gration towards the surface.

We note also that the average Ag@Cu@Ag three-shell chemical
ordering is often reached (see Fig. 9(b)), but there is no evidence
of the formation of the perfect Ag@Cu@Ag arrangement.
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Fig. 7 Evolution of surface, subsurface and inner composition for AgCu clusters at (a) T = 400K, (b) T = 500K, (c) T = 600K, (d) T =

650K. The clusters started from truncated octahedral shapes and randomly intermixed chemical ordering.

Fig. 8 Snapshots from a simulation of AgCu at T = 600K. For each configuration, the image in the top row shows the cluster surface
and the image in the bottom row shows a cross-section. (a) Starting configuration; images taken after (b) 1.4s, (c) 8s, (d) 200s and (e)
1s. After this time, the cluster does not undergo significant evolution in chemical ordering. Ag and Cu atoms are in grey and orange,
respectively.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this article we have considered three systems (AuCo, AgNi and
AgCu) which share several common features. These systems show
a clear tendency to phase separation in their bulk phase diagrams.
Their lattice mismatch δ = (dbig− dsmall)/dsmall (d is the nearest-
neighbour distance) is in the range 13%-16%: 13.0% for AgCu,
15.9% for AgNi, 15.0% for AuCo. Moreover, the species with
the largest lattice spacing (Au or Ag) have clearly lower cohesive

and surface energies. All these features concur to produce the
same trends in favour of phase separation and surface segrega-
tion, which are well reproduced in the global minimum structures
of Fig. 1. For all systems, we find indeed the same type of core-
shell structure both for the global minimum and for the lowest
minimum of the competing motif.

In spite of these strong similarities, the results reported in
the previous section show that the approach to equilibrium from
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Fig. 9 (a) Evolution of surface composition of AgCu clusters of
icosahedral shape at T = 300, 400 and 500K. (b) Final snap-
shot from a simulation at 500K. Both the cluster surface and its
cross section are shown, with Ag atoms in grey and Cu atoms in
orange.

metastable intermixed configurations takes place in different
ways depending on the system, and, within the same system, de-
pending on the geometric structure of the nanoparticle.

The differences are of both quantitative and qualitative charac-
ter.

Quantitative differences are well summarized in Fig. 10, in
which we report the time scales of the migration of Au or Ag to
the surface layer in the different systems. Specifically, we consider
the average time ts needed to reach the threshold of 70% in Au or
Ag in the surface layer. This is calculated at each temperature by
averaging over ten simulations for T ≥ 400K. For T = 300K we
averaged over those simulations in which the liquidlike behaviour
was found, while for the simulations in which this did not hap-
pen we report the single-simulation datum. It is clear that the
evolution is slower in these cases. Comparing the different sys-
tems, it turns out that the fastest migration is achieved in AgNi,
followed by AuCo and then by AgCu. In AgCu, migration of Ag
to the surface layer is faster in the icosahedron than in the fcc
cluster.

Qualitative differences are well appreciated in the formation of
metastable liquidlike configurations and in the types of three-shell
structures produced during the evolution.

Liquidlike configurations are quite often observed in the ini-
tial stages of the evolution of both AuCo and AgNi, but not of
AgCu. As a consequence, AuCo and AgNi initial fcc structures
quickly transform with high probability into icosahedra already
at low temperatures, while, in the same temperature range, AgCu
nanoparticles keep their geometric motif for the whole duration
of the simulation.

On the other hand, we observe the formation of both aver-

Fig. 10 Surface segregation for the different systems as a func-
tion of temperature. ts is the time at which the composition of
the surface layer surpasses the threshold of 70% in Au or Ag.
For AuCo and AgNi at T = 300 K there are some scattered points
which correspond to a few simulations (2 for AuCo and 3 for AgNi)
in which the nanoparticle did not transform into a metastable liq-
uidlike structure in the first stages of the simulation. We note also
that in AgCu, the threshold was never reached for T < 500 K and
T < 400 K for fcc and icosahedral structures, respectively.

age and perfect Au@Co@Au structures, while we observe only
average Ag@Ni@Ag and Ag@Cu@Ag. Moreover, these average
Ag@Ni@Ag and Ag@Cu@Ag arrangements are quite different.
In Ag@Ni@Ag, the central part of the nanoparticle contains Ag
atoms which form a compact aggregate connected to the Ag sur-
face layer by a single thick branch. In Ag@Cu@Ag, the central
part of the nanoparticle is enriched in Ag, but the Ag aggregate is
much less compact, with some Cu atoms dissolved in it. Connect-
ing branches to the Ag surface shell are thin and irregular.

How these differences can be explained? When comparing
AgCu, AgNi and AuCo phase diagrams, it turns out that AgNi
presents the most extreme tendency to phase separation, followed
by AuCo and by AgCu. The same type of trend is found also
for the difference in surface energy between the elements of the
clusters, which is considerably larger in AgNi and AuCo than in
AgCu76. These trends are well reproduced by our model, for both
phase separation and surface energies. As a consequence, inter-
mixed configurations are farther from equilibrium in AgNi than in
AuCo, and in AuCo than in AgCu, as it turns out from the energy
differences between our intermixed initial configurations and the
global minima. These differences are of about 100, 80 and 50
eV in AgNi, AuCo, and AgCu, respectively. The stronger non-
equilibrium character of the intermixed configurations in AuCo
and AgNi triggers the formation of liquidlike configurations in
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the initial part of the simulations. In liquidlike structures mobil-
ity is enhanced and the migration of Au and Ag to the surface is
facilitated.

A further confirmation of the same trend is found by the anal-
ysis of the behaviour of Au or Ag single impurities in the Co, Ni,
Cu truncated octahedra. The energy gain for bringing a single
impurity Ag from a subsurface to a surface site in the Ni clus-
ter is between 0.84 and 1.37 (depending on the site), while it is
between 0.66 and 1.07 for Au in Co and between 0.45 and 0.70
in AgCu. The same analysis can be applied to the comparison be-
tween fcc and icosahedral clusters in AgCu. In fact, energy gain of
the single impurity in the icosahedron is larger, between 0.49 and
0.82. Confining the large Ag impurity in the icosahedron induces
a stronger stress at the atomic level.

However we note that the analysis of single-impurity energies
can give only a qualitative indication, which cannot be pushed
too far. To analyze this point, we directly simulated the migra-
tion of a single impurity of Au initially placed in different sites of
a Co truncated octahedron. We made 8 simulations of 1s each
at T =600K, finding that only in four simulations the impurity
was able to migrate to the surface, in times between 555 and
860s, while the remaining four simulations terminated without
any displacement of the impurity. We note that in Au293Co293

at the same temperature, significant migration of Au to the sur-
face is taking place in less than 2 ns, which is more than two
orders of magnitude faster, indicating that diffusion mechanisms
are quite different from those of a single impurity. These mecha-
nisms are of collective character. For example, the visual analysis
of the simulations shows that in Au293Co293 mobility usually takes
places by mechanisms involving the concerted motion of several
atoms, often of both species, at the same time. These mecha-
nism include the displacement of atomic rows, and the gliding
of atomic planes. There is such a large variety of collective re-
arrangement mechanisms, that their enumeration in these large
clusters is practically impossible. Collective mechanisms are en-
hanced in liquidlike droplets. On the other hand, processes such
as the displacement of single atoms on the surface or the simple
swap of atom pairs are less important. This indicates that these
clusters are still sufficiently small so that atomic mobility is quite
different and much faster than in bulk samples. The faster rear-
rengement in clusters than in the bulk is a well-known nanoscale
phenomenon (see for example Ref.2 and references therein).

In summary, we have shown that the evolution towards the
core-shell equilibrium arrangement, takes place through a com-
plex sequence of stages. These may include the transformation
into metastable liquidlike droplets, the change of geometric struc-
ture upon solidification, the formation of different types of three-
shell arrangements. Most of these processes either include dras-
tic changes in the clusters shape and/or are driven by lattice
mismatch, so that they cannot be captured by rigid-lattice mod-
els. The whole equilibration process is influenced by several fac-
tors, depending on rather fine details of the interaction between
atomic species. As a result, the equilibration process is quantita-
tively and qualitatively different for rather similar systems such as
AuCo, AgNi and AgCu nanoaparticles, and, within the same sys-
tem, depends also on the geometric structure of the nanoparticle.
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